
We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

• This fun Parachute Weather Adult Input Plan and 
Resource Pack encourages children to play in a 
group, moving the parachute to match the spring 
weather. 

• Circle time activity – pass a small soft toy, such as a 
lamb, around the circle. When the child is holding the 
lamb, it is their turn to speak. Encourage the children 
to share their favourite spring activity with the rest of 
the group, e.g. splashing in puddles, looking for 
rainbows, eating Easter eggs, seeing baby animals or 
planting flowers. 

• The children can take turns to play this Spring-
Themed Bingo Game.  

• Use this lovely Five Little Chicks Song PowerPoint 
to learn the words to this springtime song. The 
children could perform the song to parents as part of 
a spring assembly.  

• Talk about how the children are feeling about spring. 
Are they excited about all the different festivals 
coming up, such as Easter, Mothering Sunday, Mardi 
Gras, Holi or Purim? Do they celebrate any of these 
festivals? How do the celebrations make them feel?  

• Talk about the changes from winter to spring and 
discuss how the children have changed. What can 
they do now that they couldn't in September? Have 
they grown? How else have they changed? 

• If possible, let children hold newborn chicks. 
Encourage them to wait their turn, share and hold 
them gently. Talk about how the chicks will change 
and how they need to be cared for. 

Adult Led Focus 

• The children can to work together in teams using the 
large construction blocks to make a home for the 
Easter Bunny to live in. 

• Children will enjoy exploring this lovely Springtime 
Sensory Bag together.  

• The children can play together in a group with these 
super Spring-Themed Small World Characters, 
sharing and taking turns. 

• Provide a camera or mirror and some Spring Photos. 
The children can work with their friends, choosing a 
picture and making faces to show how that picture 
makes them feel. 

• Children could take it in turns to play this fun Spring 
Pairs Matching Game. 

• Use these Spring-Themed Self Registration Cards 
in your setting to encourage independence. 

• The children can play in a group using these 
Springtime Animal Role-Play Masks. The children 
can build up a role play activity with the other 
children. 
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• The children will enjoy working together in groups to 
create birds’ nests from natural materials found in the 
outdoor area. 

• Hide springtime, animal soft toys, such as, lambs, 
chicks and bunnies, in the outdoor area. The children 
can work as a team to find them. 

• Have an outdoor spring box and each day put 
something spring-themed inside, e.g. a tulip bulb, a 
spring book, a butterfly photograph or a daffodil. 
Change it daily and children will love the excitement of 
discovering what is in there and talking to their 
friends about it. 

• Hide laminated chicks in the outdoor area, ask the 
children to work in pairs to find as many they can so 
they can be brought back safely to the mother hen. 

• Encourage the children to go ‘spring spotting’ in the 
outdoor area. Can they spot any new life, such as 
plants or flowers growing, leaves turning green on the 
trees or birds flying?  

• Challenge the children to make daisy chains outside 
with their friends. 
 

Outdoor Enhancements 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-2549101-spring-activity-planning-and-continuous-provision-ideas-resource-pack-ages-24
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-17328-parachute-weather-adult-led-carpet-based-activity
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-17328-parachute-weather-adult-led-carpet-based-activity
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/T-T-26574-Spring-Themed-Bingo
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/T-T-26574-Spring-Themed-Bingo
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2545773-five-little-chicks-song-powerpoint
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/springtime-sensory-bag-t-t-26392
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/springtime-sensory-bag-t-t-26392
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-tp-6272-springthemed-small-world-characters
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-578-spring-display-photos
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-19050-spring-pairs-matching-game
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-19050-spring-pairs-matching-game
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-728-spring-self-registration
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-799-springtime-animal-role-play-masks


 

We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

• Use these super Spring Display Photos to prompt talk 
about each item and encourage the children to 
describe them to a friend. 

• Introduce the children to syllables. Clap the beats in 
spring words, such as daffodil (three claps). Encourage 
the children to try this with their own names. 

• This lovely Spring Sounds Adult Input Plan and 
Resource Pack involves the children playing a spring-
themed listening game, which encourages them to listen 
to others in a small group.  

• You may like to use this handy Signs of Spring Songs 
and Rhyme Pack, which has lots of lovely songs and 
rhymes for the children to learn, sing and perform 
together.   

• The children will love using this fantastic Who Is Your 
Mummy? Interactive Poster Plan and Resource Pack 
with you to discuss the different animals, listen to the 
sounds they make and match the babies to their 
Mummies.  

• Play a listening and attention game with the children. 
Place a number of items related to spring on a tray, such 
as an egg, a lamb or chick soft toy, a daffodil and a 
picture of frogspawn. Then, cover the tray with a blanket. 
Ask the children to guess what might be under there. 
Uncover and talk about the objects. Cover them up again 
and remove one of the objects - can children say which 
one has been removed? 

• This useful  Spring Mind Map Activity is the perfect 
way to introduce a spring topic to the children. It prompts 
discussion and enables the children to take the lead in 
their learning by discussing what they would like to find 
out about springtime. 

  

Adult Led Focus 

• Have the wonderful, spring-themed story The 
Cautious Caterpillar available for the children to look 
at the pictures and discuss with their friends. 

• You could provide these The Cautious Caterpillar 
Role-Play Masks for the children to retell the story 
using their own words. 

• In the listening area, have an audio copy of a spring-
themed story book along with a hard copy and related 
props for the children to access independently.  

• Hide these lovely Spring Story Stone Image Cut-
Outs in the sand for the children to find and use to 
make up their own stories. 

• Create a spring-themed role-play area to encourage 
the children to use language to engage in imaginative 
play. You could include a range of different spring-
themed animals, spring dressing-up clothes, wellington 
boots, an umbrella, tulips and daffodils and a basket 
with Easter eggs inside. 

• Create a specially decorated spring chair with the 
children. It could be covered with bright green material 
with paper daffodils and Easter eggs fastened to it. 
This can then become a special storytelling chair for 
the children to make up or retell themed stories to 
each other. 
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• Add small world spring-themed characters, such as 
lambs, chicks, bunnies and frogs, to the construction 
area to encourage storytelling.  

• Hide a spring objects outside, for example, an Easter 
egg. Children use positional language to direct a friend 
to find it, e.g. it is next to/ behind the bench.  

• Make clear jelly with blueberries inside to represent 
frogspawn. Leave it outside in an activity tray for the 
children to explore and discuss what it looks and feels 
like and decide what it might be.  

• Children will love constructing a home for the Easter 
Bunny outside in the construction area. Provide them 
with a bunny soft toy for them to place in different 
places, e.g. behind, next to, on top of the home, then 
they can give their friends clues to find the bunny. 

• Go on a spring walk around the setting and encourage 
children to talk about the signs of spring that they 
can see and hear. 

• Hide these Spring Photo Cut-Outs around the 
outdoor and encourage children to talk about where 
they are hidden and describe what is in the 
photograph. 
 

Outdoor Enhancements 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-2549101-spring-activity-planning-and-continuous-provision-ideas-resource-pack-ages-24
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-578-spring-display-photos
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-17334-spring-sounds-adult-led-carpet-based-activity
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-17334-spring-sounds-adult-led-carpet-based-activity
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-25988-signs-of-spring-songs-and-rhymes-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-25988-signs-of-spring-songs-and-rhymes-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26986-who-is-your-mummy-eyfs-interactive-poster-plan-and-resource-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26986-who-is-your-mummy-eyfs-interactive-poster-plan-and-resource-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-18901-spring-mind-map-starter-adult-led-carpet-based-activity
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526297-the-cautious-caterpillar-role-play-masks
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526297-the-cautious-caterpillar-role-play-masks
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-25511-spring-story-stone-image-cut-outs
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-25511-spring-story-stone-image-cut-outs
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-9271-spring-display-photo-cut-outs


 

We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

• Encourage children to practise their fine motor skills 
using this fun and interactive Fluffy Bunnies Finger 
Gym Activity. 

• Support children to practise fastening clothes and 
putting on boots when playing outside in springtime 
weather. 

• Explore different ways of moving as represented by 
different spring events, activities and objects, e.g. 
jumping like a bunny, growing tall like a flower, 
skipping like a lamb, splashing in puddles. 

• This lovely Egg Box Daffodil Craft activity will help 
the children to develop their scissor skills. 

• This Blossom Trees Craft requires children to use 
simple one-handed tools and the finished result is 
beautiful! 

• These two lovely Finger Gym Adult Input Plans, Feed 
the Birds and Daffodil Stick, use a springtime theme 
to help children with their physical development. 

• The children will love making these Little Chick 
Lemon Tarts with you. So much fun and great for 
developing their physical skills. 

• Use this lovely, messy Frog Life Cycle Sensory 
Recipe to create and taste edible frogspawn together. 

 

Adult Led Focus 

• This lovely activity Life Story Threading will help to 
develop the children’s fine motor skills and also teach 
them about the life cycles of spring creatures. 

• Hang these Spring Display Photos near to the 
painting easel for the children to use as inspiration for 
their springtime paintings.  

• Have these super Spring Playdough Mats available 
on the playdough table for the children to use and 
enjoy. 

• This fantastic spring-themed playdough recipe can be 
used in the malleable area to promote fine motor 
development Spring Flower Power Playdough 
Recipe. 

• Have custard in a tray along with plastic eggs for the 
children to explore the texture and fill and empty the 
eggs. 

• Have bubble wrap frogspawn (use a marker pen for 
dots) available for the children to play with and pop! 

• The children can create a spring chick using their 
scissor skills with this lovely activity 2D Shape Chick.  

• Provide raincoats, wellington boots and umbrellas in 
the role-play area for the children to practise using 
independently.  
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• Have brushes and water available outside for the 
children to create large-scale pictures of springtime 
animals.  

• Provide large outdoor chalks in lots of different 
colours to enable children to draw spring flowers on 
the floor.  

• Provide waterproofs and wellingtons for the children 
so they can make the most of jumping in puddles 
during April showers! 

• Use flowers of different colours and have some 
tweezers and pots available for the children to move 
the flowers from one pot to another, separating the 
colours. 

• Encourage the children to plant some seeds in some 
pots or in the outside area. Encourage them to 
practise their fine motor skills to sprinkle or push the 
seeds and bulbs into the soil. 

• The children can develop their fine motor skills while 
learning about the life cycle of a frog with this 
fantastic Life Cycle of a Frog Connecting Bricks 
Game.  
 

Outdoor Enhancements 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-2549101-spring-activity-planning-and-continuous-provision-ideas-resource-pack-ages-24
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-21235-eyfs-fluffy-bunnies-finger-gym-activity-plan-and-prompt-card-pack
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-21235-eyfs-fluffy-bunnies-finger-gym-activity-plan-and-prompt-card-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-18127-egg-box-daffodil-craft-adult-led-focus-plan
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-18342-cardboard-tube-blossom-trees-craft-adult-led-focus-plan
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-083-eyfs-feed-the-birds-finger-gym-plan-and-resource-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-083-eyfs-feed-the-birds-finger-gym-plan-and-resource-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-084-eyfs-daffodil-stick-finger-gym-plan-and-resource-pack-
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26923-little-chick-lemon-tarts-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26923-little-chick-lemon-tarts-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-27379-frog-life-cycle-edible-sensory-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-27379-frog-life-cycle-edible-sensory-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-17327-life-story-threading-card-set
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-578-spring-display-photos
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-5359-spring-playdough-mats
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26692-spring-flower-power-playdough-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26692-spring-flower-power-playdough-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2546559-chick-2d-shape-activity-sheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2546716-life-cycle-of-a-frog-connecting-bricks-game
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2546716-life-cycle-of-a-frog-connecting-bricks-game


 

We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

 

 

• Read the start of the wonderful Twinkl Originals 
spring story, The Cautious Caterpillar. Ask the 
children to predict what will happen next and in the 
end. Enjoy the story together. 

• Read spring-themed books to the children and 
encourage them to join in with repeated refrains. This 
Spring Book List has some lovely suggestions for 
stories you may like to use. 

• Pretend to be the caterpillar character from The 
Cautious Caterpillar story and encourage the 
children to ask you questions.  

• Use these super The Cautious Caterpillar Cut-Outs 
to retell the story with the children. 

• This useful Signs of Spring PowerPoint could be 
shared and discussed with the children to introduce 
them to new vocabulary and spring-themed words. 

• During a phase 1 phonics session, go on a spring walk 
and discuss what sounds the children can hear in the 
environment. 

• During a ‘spring spotting walk’, ask the children tell 
you the initial sounds of the things they have seen. 

• Learn these fun, Frog-Themed Songs and Rhymes 
together and encourage the children to perform them 
in front of an audience.  
 

Adult Led Focus 

• Set up a small world version of The Cautious 
Caterpillar story to encourage children to retell it. 
This The Cautious Caterpillar Small World 
Background might come in handy. 

• You may like to have these The Cautious Caterpillar 
Stick Puppets available in the small world area for the 
children to retell the story and use in imaginative role-
play. 

• Create a spring-themed reading area using this lovely 
Spring-Themed Photo Display Lettering, adding soft 
toy, spring animals and flowers to enhance it further. 
In the reading area, put a selection of fiction and non-
fiction books using the Spring Book List to help.  

• Leave these lovely Minibeasts on Leaves in the 
writing area for the children to use for mark making. 
They can tell their friends what they have 
drawn/written and the leaves can be used in a 
springtime display.   

• Fill shallow trays with shaving foam mixed with green 
food colouring. Can the children write and draw spring 
objects in them and tell their friends what they have 
drawn? 

• Set up a spring-themed small world area using this 
Small World Background and these Spring Cut-
Outs. Encourage children to create and retell stories. 

• Bury spring, small world animals in the sand tray for 
the children to discover and create stories around. 
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• Have large pieces of paper outside with half-finished 
spring pictures painted on them. Leave out 
paintbrushes and paint pots for the children to 
complete the other half of the paintings.  

• Hide some of these Spring-Themed Display Letters  
in the sand outside. The children can dig them out and 
try to tell their friends what sound the letter makes.  

• Create a reading den outside using bright green and 
yellow blankets and cushions and cover it with sheets 
or tarpaulin. Have a selection of spring-themed books 
available for the children to look at inside.  

• Provide some shallow trays of soil or sand and 
encourage the children to explore mark making using 
these Spring Display Photo Cut-Outs as inspiration. 

• Have a selection of mark-making tools including 
clipboards and pencils available for children to use 
next to a spring interest table. Place spring-related 
objects, such as green leaves, Easter eggs, pictures of 
chicks, lambs, caterpillars and butterflies on to the 
table. 

• Laminate and hang this Spring Photo Display 
Bunting in the outdoor area. Children could use water 
pistols or squirty water bottles to squirt each picture 
and tell their friends what the spring related object 
is/begins with on each photo.  
 

Outdoor Enhancements 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-2549101-spring-activity-planning-and-continuous-provision-ideas-resource-pack-ages-24
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26377-spring-book-list
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-8709-the-cautious-caterpillar-story-cut-outs
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2545802-signs-of-spring-powerpoint
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-27418-frog-themed-songs-and-rhymes-resource-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526203-the-cautious-caterpillar-ebook
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526288-the-cautious-caterpillar-small-world-background
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526288-the-cautious-caterpillar-small-world-background
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526298-the-cautious-caterpillar-stick-puppets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-526298-the-cautious-caterpillar-stick-puppets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-8962-spring-themed-photo-display-lettering
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26377-spring-book-list
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-m-2199-editable-minibeasts-on-leaves
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-445-small-world-background-spring
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-9111-spring-picture-cut-outs
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-9111-spring-picture-cut-outs
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6518-spring-themed-display-lettering
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-9271-spring-display-photo-cut-outs
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-5360-spring-photo-display-bunting
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-5360-spring-photo-display-bunting


 

We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

 

 

• This lovely Plant the Flowers activity encourages 
children to practise their counting and comparison 
skills while playing a fun, flower-themed game. 

• The children will enjoy singing this lovely Five Little 
Woolly Lambs Counting Song with you. 

• Collect a selection of spring-themed objects (green 
leaves, bulbs, flowers, lambs, eggs, chicks, etc.) and 
use them with the children to compare quantities 
using mathematical language, including, more, fewer, 
less and the same. 

• Use seeds and beans for counting activities with the 
children.  

• The children can practise their mathematical skills 
when they measure out the ingredients and count 
how many things they need to make this fantastic 
Fluffy Sheep recipe. 

• Can the children name the 2D shapes they need to 
make this lovely 2D Shape Duckling?  

• Use this fun Easter Egg Number Shapes to 10 
Matching Game to help the children with number 
recognition.  
 

Adult Led Focus 

• The children will enjoy completing this colourful 
Spring-Themed Size Ordering activity independently 
or with a friend in the maths area.  

• Have a selection of different types of large seeds and 
flower bulbs in the sand tray, along with containers for 
children to sort them into. 

• Children could sort 2D shapes with spring pictures on 
them into hoops in the maths area.  

• Children can work with a friend to match the shapes in 
this Spring Shadow Matching Activity. 

• Provide the children with lots of little fluffy chicks and 
Counting Number Shapes in the maths area. The 
children can work with a friend to put the little chicks 
into the holes on the number shapes, saying how 
many are in each one.  

• Laminate numbers 0 to 5 using these Spring-Themed 
Display Numbers and put them in the water tray. Can 
the children catch them with nets and read the 
numbers? 

• Start a pattern in the maths area with spring-themed 
objects, such as chicks and frogs. Can the children 
complete the pattern by adding more objects in the 
correct sequence?  

• Collect soft toy and small world spring animals of 
different sizes. Can the children line them up from 
smallest to largest? 
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• Hang these Spring 1 to 10 Number Posters from 
trees outside for children to look at and practise 
counting and number recognition. 

• Hide a selection of the Spring-Themed Display 
Numbers or Flowers in a shallow tray of sand or soil 
and encourage children to uncover and read them. 

• Provide these spring-themed Number Posters with a 
basket of matching objects for the children to practise 
counting and matching quantities. 

• Provide lots of green leaves and spring time flowers in 
a large activity tray for the children to count. 

• Create a spring-themed, number washing line with 
pegs and these Spring-Themed Display Numbers. 
The children can arrange the numbers in the correct 
order. 

• Laminate and cut out this lovely Ladybird and Leaf 
Counting Activity to 10 for the children to complete 
outside in an activity independently or with a friend.  

• Hide chicks, eggs, bunnies and lambs around the 
outdoor area. The children can find them and count 
how many there are of each one. Who found the 
most/least? 
 

Outdoor Enhancements 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tf-t-2549101-spring-activity-planning-and-continuous-provision-ideas-resource-pack-ages-24
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-17330-plant-the-flowers-adult-led-carpet-based-activity
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2511-five-little-woolly-lambs-counting-song-sheet
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2511-five-little-woolly-lambs-counting-song-sheet
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26906-fluffy-sheep-recipe
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2548932-2d-shape-duckling-activity-sheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2546558-easter-egg-number-shapes-to-10-matching-game
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-2546558-easter-egg-number-shapes-to-10-matching-game
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-9109-spring-themed-size-ordering
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-11331-spring-shadow-matching-worksheet
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-705-counting-number-shapes
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6519-spring-themed-display-numbers
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6519-spring-themed-display-numbers
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-5441-spring-themed-1-10-word-and-number-display-posters
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6519-spring-themed-display-numbers
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6519-spring-themed-display-numbers
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-8905-0-31-on-flowers
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-3607-spring-number-posters
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6519-spring-themed-display-numbers
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2430-ladybird-and-leaf-counting-activity-to-10
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2430-ladybird-and-leaf-counting-activity-to-10


 

We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

 

• Plan a visit to a local farm to see the lovely baby 
animals that are born during springtime. Take lots of 
photographs while you are there to continue learning 
back in your setting. 

• Why not try some simple spring-themed science 
experiments with the children? This Walking Rainbow 
Activity is lots of fun, or you may like to try this 
exciting Rainbow in a Jar Experiment. 

• Explore frogspawn with the children; bring some in for 
the children to observe and look after. Link it to the 
life cycle of a frog and share this EYFS Frog Life 
Cycle PowerPoint with the children. 

• You could incubate some eggs in your setting! This 
PowerPoint explains how to look after them. A great 
source for discussion about similarities, differences, 
patterns and change. 

• Talk to the children about people who have important 
jobs to do in springtime, such as farmers helping to 
rear the baby animals, water companies who deal with 
any flooding when there is lots of rain and chocolate 
factories who produce lots of lovely Easter treats! 

• The following are some lovely adult input plans, ideal 
for developing understanding about spring. They can 
be found in the Spring Adult Input Planning Pack: 
o Spring Feely Bag Activity 
o Spring Animals Rhyme 
o New Life Story Sequencing 
 

Adult Led Focus 

• In the listening area have an audio copy of a spring-
themed book along with a hard copy and related props. 
The children can explore operating the CD player 
independently. 

• Use a paint/drawing program on the IWB for children 
to draw pictures of spring scenes. These Spring 
Photographs could be displayed as a stimulus. 

• Set up a tank or container to keep tadpoles in. The 
children can watch them closely each day and discuss 
the changes that happen to them with their friends. 

• Provide a Bee-Bot with this Frog Bee-Bot Jacket and 
encourage the children to draw maps for the Bee-Bot 
to follow to get to the pond. 

• The children could complete this Seasonal Clothes 
Sorting Activity with their friends to help them to 
learn more about what the weather is like in Spring.  

• Can the children match the correct pictures to the 
correct season using this lovely Seasons Sorting 
Activity.  

• Leave clipboards, pens and paper next to the eggs in 
the incubator. The children can draw any changes they 
see happening to the eggs and chicks each day. 

• Can the children order the life cycle of a butterfly 
using these simple Life Cycle of a Butterfly Display 
Posters?  
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• Set up a planting area outside. This could be done 
using a large activity tray filled with compost, along 
with gardening equipment for children to explore 
independently. 

• Encourage the children to use magnifying glasses to 
look carefully at different plants and flowers growing 
around the outside area. Provide the children with 
paper and pencil crayons on outdoor tables so they 
can draw any spring treasures they find.  

• Encourage children to use a digital camera to record 
their findings on a spring walk in the outdoor area. 
Print the photos and add to a spring display.  

• Have these Spring Hunt Checklists available on 
clipboards for the children to use when playing 
outside. Can they spot any of the spring-themed 
items on the checklist? 

• Create a spring interest table outside and encourage 
the children to add spring objects to it, e.g. flowers, 
seeds or feathers. Provide these Word Cards for the 
children to label objects on the display. 

• Put the CD player outside and play some spring and 
Easter-themed music. The children could move their 
bodies to the music as well as learning how to work 
the CD player by changing the CD when they would 
like to hear some different music.  
 

Outdoor Enhancements 
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We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

• Use percussion instruments to make the sounds of 
springtime. Encourage the children to play the 
instruments loud and fast to represent heavy rain, 
slow and short to represent stomping wellies in 
puddles, light and quick for chirping birds, etc. 

• Explore ways of moving to demonstrate the different 
characters in the story of The Cautious Caterpillar. 
Can the children move like a caterpillar, butterfly, 
grasshopper, ladybird or bee? 

• Teach the children some spring weather-related songs 
to sing and perform together. This Weather Songs 
and Rhymes Resource Pack may come in handy for 
this. 

• The following are some great spring-themed adult 
input plans, ideal for developing creative skills in 
young children. They can be found in the Spring 
Adult Input Planning Pack: 
o Pitter, Patter Raindrops Rhyme 
o Look and Act Spring Game 
o Fabric Rainbow Craft 

• Support children to make some simple biscuits using 
this Recipe and then cut out flower shapes. 
Encourage the children to explore colour mixing to 
create some coloured icing to decorate their flower 
biscuits. 

• Support the children in making a spring senses collage 
using items collected on a walk or brought in from 
home. Think about lamb’s wool, blossom, feathers, 
catkins, etc. 
 

Adult Led Focus 

• The children will enjoy using this lovely Spring 
Matching Connecting Bricks Game  independently or 
with their friends. Can the children find the matching 
pieces and connect them together? What spring 
pictures can they build? 

• Provide junk-modelling materials, glue and paint in the 
creative area to encourage children to build minibeast 
and bird houses. They could also use empty egg boxes 
to make model minibeasts and spring animals. 

• Provide spring-themed music and spring-coloured 
paint (yellow, blue, green, etc.) in the creative area. 
Encourage the children to create spring paintings, 
using the music and colours as inspiration. 

• Encourage children to decorate these spring-themed 
Colouring Sheets using a variety of different 
materials. 

• Have a selection of instruments available for children 
to experiment making the sounds of spring. Children 
may like to use rainmakers and make music to 
represent April showers. 

• Leave out green paint in shallow trays in the creative 
area to enable children to decorate this Tree 
Template by fingerprinting green leaves. 

• In the painting area, put photos from the children’s 
spring walk to encourage the children to paint  
spring-themed paintings. 

• Provide bubble wrap for the children to use in  
spring-themed printing activities, e.g. to create the 
effect of lamb’s wool, frogspawn in a pond or 
rainclouds in the sky. 
 

Indoor Enhancements 

• Use a variety of large construction materials crates, 
hollow blocks, planks, etc. for the children to construct 
a shelter to keep themselves dry from the spring 
showers! 

• Create a role-play Flower Shop outside with plastic 
or paper flowers, plastic pots and vases, cards to 
write, flower photos, till and role-play money. 

• Try painting with natural objects instead of 
paintbrushes! Encourage the children to explore using 
sticks or leaves to create marks and patterns. 

• Leave this fantastic Spring Flower Sensory Bottle 
outside for the children to play with, explore and 
discuss. 

• Encourage the children to make some temporary 
natural models by using springtime objects, e.g. 
leaves, flowers, petals and feathers. Challenge them to 
make models and sculptures and record their work by 
taking photos of their finished creations.  

• The children will love trying this fun Rainbow Cake 
activity in the mud kitchen! 

• Make jelly with small world, spring animals inside. 
Leave it on a large activity tray outside for the 
children to explore and create role-play around. 

• Set up a farm role-play area outside using this handy 
Farm Role Play Pack to help. Let the children use the 
bikes and scooters as tractors and diggers for work on 
the farm. Can the famers keep track of all the 
springtime animals that are born on the farm?  
 

Outdoor Enhancements 
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We have a pack version of this plan that also contains all 
relevant resources and can be downloaded here. 

  

 

 

Water  ICT  Sand 
• Place plastic frogs and jelly frogspawn in the water tray for the 

children to explore. 

• Use egg cups of different sizes in the water tray for the children to 
play with and learn about capacity.   

 • Put a paint/drawing program on the IWB or on a tablet for children 
to draw pictures of spring-themed images.  

• Put the CD player outside and play some spring and spring-themed 
music. 

 • Hide these lovely Spring Story Stone Image Cut-Outs in the sand 
for the children to find and use to make up their own stories. 

• Have a selection of different types of large seeds and flower bulbs 
in the sand tray, along with containers for children to sort them into. 

Role Play  Small World  Malleable 
• The children can play in a group using these Springtime Animal 

Role-Play Masks.  

• You could provide these The Cautious Caterpillar Role-Play 
Masks for the children to retell the story using their own words. 

 • Add small world spring-themed characters to the construction area 
to encourage storytelling.  

• The children will enjoy playing in a group with these lovely Spring-
Themed Small World Characters, sharing and taking turns. 

 • Ask the children to make spring animals in the playdough. Can they 
make a butterfly life cycle? 

• This fantastic Spring-Themed Playdough Recipe can be used in 
the malleable area to promote fine motor development. 

Construction  Mark Making/Fine Motor  Sensory/Messy 
• The children will enjoy using this lovely Spring Matching 

Connecting Bricks Game  independently or with their friends.  

• Use a variety of large construction materials, such as crates, hollow 
blocks and planks, for the children to construct a shelter to keep 
themselves dry from the spring showers! 

 • Encourage children to practise their fine motor skills using this 
Fluffy Bunnies Finger Gym Activity. 

• Fill shallow trays with shaving foam mixed with green food 
colouring. Can the children write and draw spring objects in them 
and tell their friends what they have drawn. 

 • Make clear jelly with blueberries inside to represent frogspawn. 
Leave it outside in an activity tray for the children to explore and 
discuss what it looks and feels like and decide what it might be.  

• Leave this fantastic Spring Flower Sensory Bottle outside for the 
children to play with, explore and discuss. 

Maths  Painting  Workshop 
• Provide the children with lots of little fluffy chicks and number 

shapes in the maths area. The children can work with a friend to 
put the little chicks into the holes on the number shapes.  

• Children could sort Easter eggs of different colours and patterns 
into hoops in the maths area. 

 • Leave out green paint in shallow trays in the creative area to enable 
children to decorate this Tree Template by fingerprinting leaves. 

• Provide spring-themed music and spring-coloured paint in the 
creative area. Encourage the children to create spring paintings, 
using the music and colours as inspiration. 

 • Children will love constructing a home for the Easter Bunny outside 
in the construction area. 

• Provide junk-modelling materials, glue and paint in the creative area 
to encourage children to build minibeast and bird houses. They 
could also use empty egg boxes to make minibeasts and spring 
animals. 

Reading  Music  Investigation 
• Create a spring-themed reading area. Decorate with yellow and 

green blankets and cushions, add flowers and springtime soft toy 
animals. Include fiction and non-fiction books.  

• This Spring Book List may come in handy! 

• Have the wonderful, spring-themed story The Cautious Caterpillar 
available for the children to look at the pictures and discuss with 
their friends. 

 • You may like to use handy Signs of Spring Songs and Rhyme 
Pack which has lots of lovely songs and rhymes for the children to 
learn, sing and perform together. 

• Use percussion instruments to make the sounds of springtime. 
Encourage the children to play the instruments loud and fast to 
represent heavy rain, slow and short to represent stomping wellies 
in puddles, light and quick for chirping birds, etc. 

 • Encourage the children to use magnifying glasses to look carefully 
at different plants and flowers growing around the outside area. 
Have these Spring Hunt Checklists available on clipboards for the 
children to use. Can they spot any of the spring-themed items on 
the checklist? 

• Set up a tank or container to keep tadpoles in. The children can 
watch them closely each day. Please ensure that once the tadpoles 
have grown legs, they are safely returned to where you found them. 
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